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In the wake of the 1968 movement, many people tested alternative models of habitation, 
labour and living. In self-descriptions and research, these models have been characterised as 
movements away from the ‘coldness’ of capitalism towards the intimacy of a self-established 
and self-governed social collective. (Reichardt, 2014) The search for a state of freedom from 
society and the theoretical reasoning behind it were viewed as products of an aversion to the 
reality principle (‘All power to the imagination!’) and inserted into the tradition of a Romantic 
project. Within this context, lines have been drawn from the turn-of-the-century life reform 
and youth reform movements to the 1968 movement. Regardless of clear differences in self-
conception and historical contextualisation, similar views are also relevant for the early 
socialist production cooperatives and settlement projects that were realised after 1820 by the 
supporters of and dissenters from Robert Owen and Charles Fourier. (Kwaschik, 2017) 

These movements however created new spaces that not merely sought to isolate themselves 
from the external world, but also developed methods and techniques for creating patterns of 
self-modelling and self-management (Practices of self-management emerged in factories 
during the 1970s in various European countries), an aspect that since around 2000 has 
increasingly been applied to the 1968 movements. (Boltanski/Chiapello, 1999)  

The summer school interrogates ‘the real of utopia’ and explores as closely as possible the 
various modalities of this ‘life changing’ (Bantigny, 2018; Riot-Sarcey, 1999). Within the 
proposed long-term perspective, it becomes clear that in both the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the establishment of alternative worlds was accompanied on the one hand by a 
moralised discourse of alienation meant to describe the present reality, and on the other by 
experiments that sought to make communalisation more organised and scientific. 
Accordingly, one would need to look more closely, from the perspective of the history of 
knowledge, at the constellations that led, in both cases, to a search for alternatives within the 
conflicting fields of social criticism and communalisation, utopia and life experiments. 

The goal of the summer school is to discuss the connections between diagnoses of the present, 
social experiments and social sciences in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, taking the 
1968 movement as a starting point. Based on Elias’ understanding of modernisation as a 
process, the summer school understands these moments as changes in the We-I-Balance 
(Elias, 1987) and will explore its characteristics and rationales. It seeks to consider how the 
intersections of everyday patterns of perception and scientific concepts can produce new ‘self-
evident ideas about the nature of the world and the dimensions of its historicity’. (Speich-
Chassé/Gugerli, 2012)  

Topics of interest: 
We invite papers that discuss the following topics (or that have a bearing on the questions 
outlined above): 



- Communal practices and concepts of communalisation (group action vs. technologies of the 
self) 
- Reconfiguring labour and critiques of capitalism  
- Ideas and economics of self-managed societies  
- Utopian thought, alternative worlds and countercultures  
- Concepts and theories of environment or milieu and experiments in the creation of 
responsive environments, adaptable or controlled surroundings (for example architecture) 
- Practices of critique and political imagination 
- Comparisons between nineteenth- and twentieth-century movements and ideas 
- Interactions between social movements and the question of space 
- Ideas and practices of ‘authenticity’ 
- Ideas and practices of ‘activism’ 
- Experiences of politics, affects and emotions  
In addition to historical approaches, we also encourage social anthropological, sociological 
and interdisciplinary approaches from the history of the humanities. 

Submission: 
We invite PhD students and postdocs to send abstracts (500 words) and a short biographical 
statement (no more than 1 page) by 25 February 2018 to Hannah Voß at 
hiwis.kwaschik@uni-konstanz.de. The working language of the conference is English. 
However, exceptions are made for presenters of PhD projects in French. The German 
Historical Institute will pay an appropriate flat-rate travel allowance. 
The summer school aims to attract a limited number of junior researchers (PhD students and 
early postdocs) for an intense discussion with international scholars, based on pre-circulated 
papers (which are to be submitted by 1 September 2018).  

Contact: 
Hannah Voß (Universität Konstanz) 

Universität Konstanz 
Fachbereich Geschichte und Soziologie 
Lehrstuhl für Wissensgeschichte 
Fach 11 
78457 Konstanz 
Tel.: +497531885228 

E-Mail: hiwis.kwaschik@uni-konstanz.de (English, French, German) 
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